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The purpose of this study was to search for methods to prevent physical punishment in school athletic 
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clubs while paying attention to the prevailing opinion that accepts physical punishment as part of 
school athletic club activities. 
?There has been a culture of accepting physical punishment in school athletic club activities.. 
However, physical punishment is unacceptable, and my aim is to eliminate physical punishment from 
all sports. However, if a person who had been shaped by engaging in sports activities becomes a coach, 
there is a high likelihood that this coach will resort to physical punishment and pass this behavior on. 
In addition, there is pressure to hire outside coaches and technical guidance is expected from the 
outside coaches. Yet, at the same time, student discipline is not being handled appropriately by regular 
teachers, and the outside coaches resort to physical punishment. Under these circumstances, it is 
important to pay attention to the processes that form the areas of responsibility of both educational staff 
and outside coaches.  Also, the local government and community should work together with schools to 
prevent physical punishment in schools.
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